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The Ottoman Turkish Empire was founded in 1299 and lasted until
1923, where it was a player in the first World War. Ruled by Sultans under both secular (Qanun) and Islamic (Sharia) law, the Ottoman Empire reached the height of its power in the 16th and 17th centuries under Suleiman I, known as “the Magnificent.”
When Sultan Suleiman I succeeded his father in 1520, his Ottoman
Turks began a military conquest into eastern Europe, capturing the
southern fortress at Belgrade in the late summer of 1521 (the year Luther was excommunicated). Hungary’s internal peasant struggles
made resistance difficult for their King, Louis II.
Fear spread across Europe. Luther considered it judgment from God.
But Suleiman turned his sights to the Mediterranean, where he besieged and then captured the island fortifications at Rhodes, allowing
more time for Europe’s ruling houses to engage each other. After a
loss to Charles V (Habsburg family & Holy Roman Emperor) and imprisonment, Francis I, King of France, forged an alliance with the Ottomans against the Holy Roman Empire in 1526—an unprecedented alliance of Christian against Christian with a non Christian power.
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Pressing the advance into Hungary and outnumbering the Hungarians, Suleiman fought a decisive battle at Mohács, where Louis was
killed. This marked the end of Hungary’s independent power, and it
became the battleground between Habsburg and Ottoman forces
for many years. Buda[pest] swapped hands, regained by the Turks in
1529. Suleiman’s forces then laid siege to Vienna in the fall of that
year.
In the face of this closer invasion, Luther wrote his most serious works
on how a Christian ought to respond to war and whether a Christian
may serve as a soldier. Luther did not advocate the Church leading
the war effort, as some crusades did. He placed the response in the
hands of the political estate: the princes. They must wage war with
their hands, according to their ruling authority; but Christians who are
not princes or soldiers must wage their “war” through repentance and
prayer alone. It was in this year that Luther purified the Litany of its
prayer to the saints—the Litany we pray to this day. Luther also wrote
treatises on how a Christian should remain faithful if they should come
under Islamic rule—in short, that in such a desperate situation a Christian may accept the Turk as an earthly ruler with patience, but not
give up their Christian identity and faith.
The Imperial forces were successful in repelling the Ottomans in 1529
and again in 1532. As a result, Vienna never did fall. A shaky truce was
settled in 1547, putting the Habsburgs in a humiliating place (though
the truce was later disregarded). Suleiman I ruled until 1566.
The invasion of the Ottomans distracted Charles from crushing the
Lutherans quickly and decisively.
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